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IoT DEVELOPMENT FEATURE

How Many Technologies Does It Take to Turn on
a Light Bulb?
I?m going to start with something potentially controversial: the home network
has taken a step back with the introduction of IoT technology. I?ll be even
more daring: X-10 was arguably better than what we have today.
Read more

 

IoT SECURITY NEWS
Sectigo Releases PKI DevOps Integrations with Configuration
Management and Orchestration Platforms
The additions of Docker, Kubernetes, Ansible, Terraform, and soon HashiCorp
Vault, will help ensure that DevOps environments follow accepted security
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practices, meet compliance and auditability requirements, and provide crypto
agility.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Scalable Processors for Entry Data Center Computes, Network and
Storage.
Based on 64-bit x86 dual-socket multicore server microprocessors, Intel?
Xeon? 2nd Generation Scalable Silver Processors deliver higher
performance, improved memory speed and power efficiency.
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

AUTOMOTIVE INFOTAINMENT NEWS
DENSO and BlackBerry Release Automobile HMI Platform
SUBARU will be the first vehicle manufacturer to utilize the jointly developed
digital cockpit platform that contains the BlackBerry QNX Hypervisor.
Read more

EMBEDDED AI NEWS
CEA-Leti and Orolia Release Flexfusion Positioning and Navigation
Technology
Called FlexFusion, the algorithm technology processes data from GNSS,
inertial management units (IMU) and odometers to provide precise positioning
in all conditions.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Leapfrog the Competition With a Custom SoC
Now it?s for everyone. Join Arm and partners to learn the how and why of
custom SoC development.
Sponsored by Arm

 

EMBEDDED SENSING NEWS
Riedon Reveals Their Latest Temperature Sensing and Control Solutions
The PTC series of miniature heaters are positive-temperature-coefficient
devices that stabilize quickly at 100?C-125?C depending on voltage and power
rating.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

IoT Development Kit Guide
Help for embedded and Internet of Things (IoT) design engineers to
efficiently identify evaluation kits for system prototyping.
Sponsored by Digi-Key
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The Future of IoT is Analog
Most of the innovation in IoT is focused on digital technology. From power
servers running software in the cloud, to increasingly more intelligent devices
operating ever closer to the edge in our factories, homes and personal
devices. 
Read more

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN FEATURE

Why is Long-Term Availability Important?
Megatrends such as the Internet of Things, robotics, and the latest industrial
innovations are escalating demand for electronic components. Inadequate raw
materials and manufacturer capacity are also adding to the shortfall. These
phenomena make long-term availability a tougher task for OEMs.
Read more
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